
2019 A Gateway to Better Hearing Summit
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 12

2019 A Life that Thrives Practicum
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 2

2019 A Multi-Function Patient Solution Forum
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 9

2019 AI in Hearing Ecosystems Workshop
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 4

2019 Annual Aspire Meeting
Date/Location: April 11-13, 2019, Phoenix, AZ
Submitted by: Aurel Berman
Provider: Sivantos, Inc.
CE Hours: 9.5

2019 Art Meets Innovation Summit
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 12

2019 Beltone National Meeting
Date/Location: April 26 - 27, 2019, Orlando FL
Submitted by: Eric Z Abellera
Provider: Beltone
CE Hours: 12

2019 Elite Hearing Network Summit
Date/Location: 1/24/19 - 1/27/19, Hawaii
Submitted by: Emily Niehoff
Provider: Amplifon
CE Hours: 13

Updated: April 17, 2019

2019 Excellence in Practice Management Conference
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 6

2019 Hearing & Wellness Conference
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 6

2019 Hearing Care Anywhere Forum
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 9

2019 Hearing Revolution Practicum
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 2

2019 Multi-Function Hearing Ecosystems Program
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 1

2019 Nebraska Hearing Society Spring Seminar
Date/Location: March 14-15, 2019, Lincoln NE
Submitted by: Amanda Ehrenberg-Koch
Provider: Nebraska Hearing Society
CE Hours: 8

2019 Reinventing the Hearing Aid Program
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 1

2019 The Art of Hearing Care Conference
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 6

Updated: April 17, 2019

2019 The Art of Hearing Care Conference
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 6

2019 The Art of Modifications Forum
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 9

2019 The Science of Better Hearing Workshop
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Debra Cowley
Provider: Starkey Hearing Technologies
CE Hours: 4

A stylish Solution for today's Wearer
Date/Location: February 6, 2019, Omaha NE
Submitted by: Aurel Berman
Provider: Sivantos Inc.
CE Hours: 2

Advanced Software Review
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

American Academy of Audiology 2019
Date/Location: March 27-30, 2019, Columbus OH
Submitted by: Meghan Longenecker
Provider: American Academy of Audiology
CE Hours:

An In-Depth Look into ReSound Technology
Date/Location: March 14, 2019, Lincoln NE
Submitted by: Amanda Meyers
Provider: GN ReSound
CE Hours: 4

Beltone Masters Academy 2019
Date/Location: various, Glenview IL
Submitted by: Eric Z Abellera
Provider: Beltone
CE Hours: 12
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THE FOLLOWING CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN
APPROVED BY THE STATE OF NEBRASKA BOARD OF HEARING INSTRUMENT
SPECIALISTS FOR THE RENEWAL PERIOD OF JANUARY 1, 2019 THROUGH

Beltone ProFit 2019
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Eric Z Abellera
Provider: Beltone
CE Hours: 8

Engage 2019
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 8

Flex and Patient Insights
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Flex within Ture Fit Software
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Missouri Hearing Society Annual Convention
Date/Location: March 7 - 9, 2019, Springfield MO
Submitted by: Brenda Roling
Provider: Missouri Hearing Society
CE Hours: 12

Redefining Patient Experience with FLEX and patient insights
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 2

Rocky Mountain Hearing Symposium
Date/Location: June 13-15, 2019, Keystone CO
Submitted by: Nonean Price
Provider: Colorado Hearing Society
CE Hours: 12

Signia: Nx Platform Workshop
Date/Location: May 9 - 10, 2019, Naples, FL
Submitted by: Aurel Berman
Provider: Sivantos, Inc.
CE Hours: 7

Updated: April 17, 2019

Spring 2019 - Love the Experience: New Product and Innovations
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 3

Spring 2019 - Unitron Discover Platform and Product Portfolio
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 2

Spring 2019 - Introduction to Unitron's Discover Platform
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Spring 2019 - Unitron True Fit V 4.0
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Top 10 Questions about Moxi All
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Unitron Introduces Tempus Max
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Unitron Product Innovations
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1

Unitron Tempus Platform Product Portfolio
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 2

Updated: April 17, 2019

Unitron True Fit V 3.7
Date/Location: various, Various
Submitted by: Jeanne Bredenkamp
Provider: Unitron
CE Hours: 1
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